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Claim 1 of the ‘780 Patent Microsoft Wireless Device Access to Microsoft Cloud Storage Space

1. A wireless device access to a

remote storage space, the

wireless device comprising:

Microsoft Windows wireless device such as Surface pro series is configured for access to a remote storage space provided by

Microsoft OneDrive, Microsoft Surface Pro comprising:
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Claim 1 of the ‘780 Patent Microsoft Wireless Device Access to Microsoft Cloud Storage Space

at least one cache storage, and

one non-transitory computer-

readable medium comprising

program instructions which, being

executed by the wireless device,

cause the wireless device

remotely access to the storage

space, the program instructions

include:

Microsoft Surface Pro has one computer-readable storage (e.g. Drive C:) comprising program instructions which, being executed by

Microsoft Surface Pro, configure Microsoft Surface Pro accessing to the remote storage space, e.g. access storage space provided by

Microsoft OneDrive:
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Claim 1 of the ‘780 Patent Microsoft Wireless Device Access to Microsoft Cloud Storage Space

program instructions for

establishing a wireless link for

remotely access to the storage

space, the storage space

allocated exclusively by a storage

server to a user of the wireless

device;

program instructions for

presenting the storage space to

the user on the wireless device

through communication with the

storage server; and

Program instructions on the computer-readable storage device being executed on Microsoft Surface Pro for establishing a

communication link, e.g. through WiFi, for the wireless device to access to the storage space provided by a first server, i.e. a server

for Microsoft OneDrive, via Microsoft Edge web browser that is illustrated in a screenshot taken from Microsoft Surface Pro. The

OneDrive server allocates a 5 GB free storage space exclusively to a user when the user registered with the OneDrive, e.g. only the

user can manage or share a data in the storage space.
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Claim 1 of the ‘780 Patent Microsoft Wireless Device Access to Microsoft Cloud Storage Space

program instructions for

coupling with the storage server

across the wireless link to carry

out a requested operation for

remotely access to the storage

space in response to the user

from the wireless device

performed the operation,

Program instructions on the computer-readable storage device being executed on Microsoft Surface Pro for displaying the remote

storage space, i.e. files or folders stored in the Microsoft OneDrive, upon receiving information via communication with the first server,

i.e. the server of OneDrive.

displaying a folder

displaying a file
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